Brief History Of
April 3, 1974, Tornado, Reports (1)
This is one of many sections that contain information, documents, letters, newspaper articles,
pictures, etc. They have been collected and arranged in chronological order. These items were
collected, organized and entered into a computerized database by Al Ring with the help of many
friends and fellow firefighters.
All graphics have been improved to make the resolution as good as possible, but the reader
should remember that many came from copies of old newspaper articles. This also applies to
other items such as documents, letters, etc. Credit to the source of the documents, photos, etc.
is provided whenever it was available. We realize that many items are not identified and regret
that we weren’t able to provide this information. As far as the newspaper articles that are not
identified, 99% of them would have to be from one of three possible sources. The CourierJournal, The Louisville Times or one of the Voice publications.
Please use this information as a reference tool only. If the reader uses any of the information for
any purpose other than a reference tool, they must get permission from the source.
If you have additional information on the April 3, 1974 Tornado that you would share, please
contact me (Al Ring) at ringal@comcast.net.
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Please understand the main emphasis of this information
will be on the Tornado that hit the “East End”
of Jefferson County Kentucky and not the other parts of Kentucky or other states.
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Personal note from Al Ring & STMFD Report
Working at the time at my service station, I headed toward the fire house just before the Tornado struck.
I heard WHAS radio and all the news. Many other firefighters did the same. The next thing we did was
probably the dumbest thing I personally have ever done. We pulled S-5, the quint out on the ramp and
raised the 75 foot aerial ladder, climbed it to see what we could see. We did see the tornado, though we
didn’t realize it at that time, because it wasn’t shaped like a typical tornado and we had know idea where
it was hitting. We thought in Indiana, little did we know. I can just see us trying to get down quickly if it
came right toward us, how stupid.
I was in command of S-1 and we responded at Harrods Creeks request to the Northfield area by going up
Rudy Lane. At that time we had no idea that St. Matthews area had been hit. Approaching the intersection of Rudy Lane and Brownsboro Road, St. Matthews was knocked out on a possible touchdown of
Tornado north of Brownsboro Road. Of course we continued to Northfield, we were committed.
That is why in this section you will see pictures and information on the Northfield area because one complete crew from St. Matthews spent many hours working in that area.
After the Tornado, each officer was asked to write a report of what his crew did during the emergency.
The following is the S-1 crew report:
Report made by Al Ring after the 1974 Tornado for STMFD S-1
St. Matthews
Northfield
April 3, 1974
Officer: Capt. Al Ring
S 1 Pumper
Crew: 4 men plus officer
As soon as Harrods Creek Fire Department asked for assistance I brought S1 (750 GPM pumper) and a crew of four men to US 42
and Lime Kiln Lane. Lyndon Fire Department units had just arrived and informed me that the roads were blocked, so we parked S1 on
the side of the U. S. 42.
At that time I did not know there was a command post. Because the radio was so full of traffic we did not go “10-7.” (on scene)
The group from Lyndon told us to search the houses on the first street on the left of Lime Kiln, (Harwood). We were informed that
there were plenty of crews checking the houses on the right off of Lime Kiln. I ordered my men to carry all the rescue equipment and
forcible entry tools we had and headed for Harwood. In route to that street a firefighter told me they had found an injured girl and
needed a stretcher. I told him I didn’t think any were available and to make one out of blankets. At that time a surgeon introduced
himself to me and asked to help. I sent him with that firefighter to aid the girl.
We checked the three houses facing Lime Kiln Lane and then started checking Harwood. At the start of the street I instructed my men
to work in pairs, one group on each side of the street, with myself staying in the middle of the street. They were to report to me after a
search of each house about people and fire danger such as gas. My plan was to stay in the middle of the street, aiding them if they had
a rescue, keeping track of which houses were searched, counseling the people that were in the street, and giving these people advice.
This plan worked for about half the street, and then the team on the right got way ahead and I lost track of them for the rest of the
night. Since then we have had a discussion with our people about leaving an officer, and I think we have worked that problem out.
Also at about half way down the street, I started grouping all the people (civilians) together and having them take care of older people,
and people in shock. I put two older men in charge, and this seemed to work real well. I also informed them to get ready for mandatory evacuation. They did not like this, but a quick meeting with them on why seemed to answer their fears.
I do not know how long it took to cover this street, but it was a very long time. At the completion of this street we spent some time
looking for our two lost firefighters, and then started helping clear streets. I also at this time had many conversations with different
County Police Officers trying to find out who was in charge and what the over all plan was to be. They were in a state of confusion
and had no idea what to do who was in charge or anything else. I suggested they set up a command post and at least stop the traffic
from coming into our area, because by this time we couldn’t move our trucks or anything else because of traffic. Also at this time I am
sorry to say I still did not know who was in charge of us or where the command post was. I asked several other firefighters for this
information but they didn’t know either.
I then ordered my men to stay in that area and help clean up, and went looking for the command post. It took me about 20 minutes to
find it. At the command post Capt. Murphy asked me what equipment we had, how many men, and gave me orders to go to 2210
Glenwood and stand by in case of fires. I went back to my crew, and we headed for this area, helping clear roads on the way. After
getting there we stood by for about 45 minutes, until released. We then went to the St. Matthews Command post, to work with them.
Captain Al Ring
After the Tornado, each officer was asked to write a report of what his crew did during the emergency. The following is the report
combining all the officers reposts:
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Report made by Al Ring after the 1974 Tornado
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April , 1974
Each firefighter that participated in the Tornado Operation received this Certificate of Appreciation
from Jefferson County Government
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Harrods C reek Fire Department Operational Study & Report
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1974 Fire/Rescue Disaster Operating Plan
The following is the disaster operations plan put together by Firefighters Inc. after the Tornado. At this time 2001, I do not
remember how far this plan went in its adoption. I know myself and many people spent a awfully lot of time and effort putting it together so it would be adopted.
FIRE/RESCUE DISASTER OPERATIONS PLAN
The Disaster Plan is intended to provide a single basic operational plan which may be expanded to meet any disaster situation regardless of whether the cause is manmade, natural forces, or an enemy attack. The basic plan incorporates the following:
1. Provisions for a systematic build up of coordination, supporting services and command capability as they are related to the need, or
potential need, during periods of major emergencies.
2. Retention of local operational command in the area where an emergency exists until such time as the emergency has extended or
threatens to extend beyond the jurisdiction of a local department.
3. Provision for providing supporting service and coordination to the local departments during emergencies without unnecessary central command.
4. Utilization of existing fire/rescue officers who are most familiar with the problems and are most qualified to cope with them.
5. A disaster organization to make the fire/rescue service as self-supporting as possible, relying to a minimum of support service from
outside agencies.
6. A training and planning guideline for local departments which will assist in increasing their readiness to meet any situation.
This plan cannot succeed unless the people within work together for its survival and success, and never lose sight of the objective or
purpose. Anytime the people come to feel that they do not know and understand what is going on, the plan is in danger of failing.
ORGANIZATION CHART
COUNTY EXECUTIVE
LOCAL FIRE DEPARTMENT CHIEF
FIRE/RESCUE DISASTER CO-COORDINATOR
COMMUNICATION
OFFICER

SUPPLY OFFICER

WATER SUPPLY
OFFICER

SAFETY OFFICER
MEDICAL OFFICER

There is no particular reason for having all these staff positions always filled during an emergency. The scope and nature of the emergency will dictate what and who is needed.
FIRE/RESCUE DISASTER CO-COORDINATOR
A senior fire officer recommended by the Jefferson County Fire Chiefs and appointed by the Jefferson County Executive reporting
directly to the County Executive.
This Coordinators responsibility is to establish and maintain a comprehensive operational plan for disaster operation in Jefferson
County, and to assume operational command of the fire/rescue service when so ordered by the Jefferson County Executive.
DUTIES
1. Establish and maintain liaison with cooperating agencies including Civil Defense, police, etc.
2. Report to the Jefferson County Executive on the operational status of the County fire/rescue services for disaster operations, and
submit recommendations thereon.
3. Keep County Executive informed of emergency situation and report operational readiness.
4. Determine mutual aid requirements to and from other jurisdictions
16 of Jefferson County.
5. Debrief and critique subordinates.
6. Prepare a complete report on activities and personnel and submit to County Executive.
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1974 Fire/Rescue Disaster Operating Plan
FIRE DEPARTMENT CHIEF
Reports to Fire/Rescue Coordinator at the command post and informs him of the actions taken by his department. Gives his recommendations of the actions needed to be taken.
The Fire Chief or officer in charge should direct the overall operations, coordinate the activities of all personnel and equipment.
Should do this through an established chain of command.
COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER
Reports to command post and is responsible for the proper operations of all radio frequencies and telephone circuits.
Establish and maintain a list of the individuals to be notified upon the institution of the Fire/Rescue Disaster Plan. Maintain a continual program of training operators.
Establish liaison with communications division of repair and telephone equipment at field and main command post.
SUPPLY OFFICER
Reports directly to Fire/Rescue Coordinator at command post. Responsible for supplying everything to emergency scene except water
for fire fighting. He must know how and where to get whatever is needed.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Fire department equipment available.
Gasoline and diesel fuel
Specialized equipment
Food.

WATER SUPPLY OFFICER

Reports to Fire/Rescue Coordinator at command post.
His responsibility to train several personnel in water supply matters. Keep officers in charge informed of any water problems. Should
have maps showing sizes of mains, source of supply and storage. Works with the Water Company and have a complete list of available equipment and capabilities.
SAFETY OFFICER
Reports to Fire/Rescue Coordinator at command post.
His job is the safety of all persons working in and around the emergency area. Will make recommendations on when and how to evacuate areas. Have a thorough knowledge of chemicals, explosives and toxic gases. Act as a liaison for utility companies in disarming
power lines, natural gas, etc. Should keep a quick reference system of all pertinent information.
MEDICAL OFFICER
Reports to the Safety Officer at the command post.
Should be trained to handle all medical operations.
A. First aid of injured.
B. Care and organization of rescued.
C. Transportation of the injured and dead.
D. Keep records of injuries and fatalities.
E. Arrange for a temporary morgue.
Plans for a disaster should include setting up a command post, preferably with a well—equipped communication van, where specific
duties may be delegated, contact may be maintained with all parts of the area’s and with the fire alarm office, necessary relief of men
can be made, rescue and first aid teams can be coordinated, crews can be fed, liaison can be maintained with the police, water and
building departments and various utilities, provisions can be made for refueling apparatus and provisions can be made for the newspaper, radio and television.
All agencies should report to the command post for instructions.
COMMAND POST
When selecting sites:
17
A. Provisions should be made for parking large number of apparatus.
B. Should have a commander responsible for operations, insuring accurate records of all activates for future analysis.
C. Admission to command post should be restricted only to authorized personnel.
Schools are good sites for command post.
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Should be out of area, but within response distance.
Be provided written documentation of authorities and responsibilities of key participants in the plan.
Command post should be plainly marked for the benefit of incoming companies.
(List of materials to be carried in command post van)
A. Phone numbers and address:
1. All municipal, county, city and state police.
2. All ambulance services, with number of vehicles and day and night manpower.
3. Hospitals and medical centers.
4. Civil Defense
5. All utilities, gas, water, telephone, power.
6. Transportation companies.
7. Staff officers.
8. All mutual aid fire departments, with equipment and manpower for both day and night.
9. All signals and codes used in transmissions by various departments.
10. Maps of the county showing the protection areas for each department, also on the may show the location of fire stations, hospitals,
schools.
B.
1.
2.
5.
4.

Radio Equipment:
Four channel. radio’s for fire departments
C B radio to contact local heavy equipment apparatus.
Civil. defense frequency
A heavy duty generator on a trailer.

C. A status map showing the commitment of forces to the command post and the remaining protection of the area should also be provided.
AGENCIES THAT SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN OVERALL PLAN
1. Police Department
2. State police
3. National Guard — U.S. Army
4. Civil Defense
5. Public Works
6. Water Company
7. Electric Company
8. Telephone Company
9. Gas compare
10. Heavy equipment contractors
11. Hospitals
12. Red Cross
JOB DISCRIPTION
1. To immediately set up his office, and hire a secretary.
2. Have a radio installed in car, and portable radio.
3. To start setting this plan.
4. To get with each department and see that they fill their chain of command, and meet with these people.
5. To train each department chain of command, and keep them trained. To supply them with all the information they need.
6. To meet with all people who will work out of the center and set up plans with them.
7. To help acquire equipment necessary for disasters.
8. To set up system with civil defense for buying salvage equipment.
9. To have at his disposal and to furnish to his chain commands, all lists of equipment . where is, how to get it, etc.
10. To train and help departments train for disasters, set up schools, coordinate training with all other rescue groups.
11. To work on map system for his use, and supply to departments.
12. To assign and implement back up system for himself.
13. To attend all Chiefs meetings, and Fire Freighters, Inc. meetings.
14. To help departments, with radio codes, number systems, training systems, back up systems, getting manpower, etc.
15. To be able to offer Chiefs help in the future in areas such as plans for hydrant inspection, building inspection, back up systems,
more and better overall training systems, coordinate with state and 18
other agencies that can help in training and operations.
16. To work with representatives from the Federal Government for revenue shearing.
LOCATION OF OFFICE
The office for this person should be as close to the Civil Defense operations room as possible.
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SALARY, EXPENSES
His salary should be in the range of what the city pays a Major to Lt. Colonel. $18,000 to $23,000.00.
He should have a furnished office, with equipment, secretary, and a budget for expenses.
His car should be radio equipped.
His should be supplied with portable two way radio.
BACK UP SYSTEM
This man should design a back up system for himself. He will be sick, vacation, so on, This should probably be two or three high
ranking volunteers, that he personally trains, and they will have the authority to take his place.

OPERATIONS COMMITTEE
It is recommended that the Chiefs, each year select a committee of 3 to five men, one being chairman. Their job will be to hire and
fire this man with the Judge’s approval, and that watch this operation at all times. A written report should be given to them from this
man each month, describing in detail what has been done, future plans, etc. Also this man reports at each Chiefs and Firefighters, Inc.
Meeting.
QUALIFICATIONS
Familiar with Jefferson County area.
Firefighting experience.
Managing experience.
Communication experience.
Training and instructor experience.
Leadership ability.
Professional ability.
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County Fire Apparatus Numbering System
October 1, 1975: The new apparatus numbering system went into use on October 1, 1975, adopted immediately by all districts except Lyndon, Fairdale, Pleasure Ridge Park and South Dixie. These districts all came on
board with it by the early 1980’s. The system remains in use today with very little change from its original
form. There are just a few less fire districts, due to mergers in the early 2000’s. Department’s no longer in existence are: Black Mudd “60”; Edgewood “44” (both merged into Okolona Fire District); South Dixie
“35” (merged into Pleasure Ridge Park Fire District). This was all a result of Firefighter’s Inc., after thee1974
Tornado and its dedication to have better communication for major disasters.
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Dick Gilbert—WHAS Radio —reporting of Tornado
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NOAA and the 1974 Tornado Outbreak
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Analysis and Reconstruction of the 1974 Tornado Supper Outbreak
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The Courier-Journal—sometime in 1974—
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Personal Accounts
Comments form firefighters—
4/3/1974 4:15 p.m. Tornado swept through our district, 2 fatalities, one man in a car, one lady in a garage (by Jack
O’Toole—(January 2011))
Several of us, including Rick Albers, were at the firehouse the afternoon of April 3 rd 1974 due to the inclement weather. I was supposed to be headed to Frankfort KY to visit my cousin but instead diverted to the firehouse. As 4:15 PM approached we noticed an
L&N train stop in front of the firehouse and quickly reverse direction, something that was way out of the ordinary. Next we could see
the funnel cloud, and the debris swirling in the sky. Even before the tone sounded we formed a plan and a crew and headed out. I
seem to recall S4 was off the track and we took S5. Many streets along the way were blocked by fallen trees. Once we made it to the
Indian Hills area, we were dispatched as search parties, checking house after house, expecting the worst, hoping for the best. Luckily
school was already out and there was plenty of warning. Everyone in the dozens of homes we checked were OK, usually found hiding
in the basement. After we finished checking all of the damaged homes, our crew was called over to the location of one of the two fatals, where a woman had been rushing into her home and was hit by a falling ceiling beam. Had she stayed in her car, in the garage she
would have suffered no injuries. A few days later I learned the man who died in the car, found wrapped around a telephone pole several feet off the ground was related to a friend of mine. His wife was scared by the storm and called him to rush home from work to be
with her. Many years later around 1987 in Dallas TX at a Toastmasters public speaking meeting, a woman was called on to give an
impromptu 5 minute speech about a disaster she had once experienced. She talked about the April 3 rd tornado in Louisville, KY and
related she had lived through it, living in an affected neighborhood. As part of her speech, she was allowed to call on anyone in the
room to answer a question about her topic. We were judged on our ability to speak even if it was a subject we knew nothing about. I
had probably turned white by the time she called on me and asked “what would you do if you were faced by such a tornado”. I stood
up and responded “well in fact I lived through that very tornado as a member of the local fire department.......”. Later she complimented me on my ability to make up such a brilliant story on the fly. When I told her I did not make up the story, she about fainted. Two
people in Dallas TX, who both lived through a major weather event in Louisville, years earlier. Small world indeed.
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